Year 4: Autumn 2- 2021

English Classic Stories

Maths

The Iron Man

Addition & Subtraction

We will look at the author’s use of

Geography

powerful language to capture the
reader’s imagination, including
similes.
Children will revise their
knowledge of speech marks,
composing a conversation, and

– Our European Neighbours

2: To be able to identify and locate countries in Europe.

4: To be able to identify the major capital cities of Europe.

poems and will discuss and explore

RE

3: To be able to identify European countries according to their

feelings to write diary entries in

Children will enjoy a range of

Measure - perimeter

its features.

features.

Poetry – Creating images

Measure - Area

1: To be able to locate Europe on a world map and find out about

focus on the character Hogarth’s
role.

Multiplication

5: To be able to compare two European capital cities.

Angels and Shepherds

Science - Good Vibrations
•

understanding of hearing, which was

6: To find out about the human and physical features of a European
country.

covered in Year 1.
•

using figurative language.

Children will build on their

They will develop their vocabulary for
describing sounds and identify
different sound sources.

•

They will learn that sounds are made by
something vibrating and that these

MFL - Spanish

DT - Food

Children will have Spanish lessons with

In art this half term children will:

Miss Fealey

•
•

PE - Football
Children will have PE lessons every
Tuesday.

•

Investigate a range of food products
Look at the principles of a balanced healthy diet –
The eatwell Plate
Decide which food groups ingredients belong to

vibrations travel through a medium to
the ear so that we hear them.
•

They will learn that sounds get fainter
as the distance from the sound source

•

increases.
They will explore ways to change the
pitch and volume of sounds.

Music Keyboards – class split into
two groups. Groups will have lessons
every other half term.

